**Additional vaccination appointments for next week - booking of appointments possible as of tomorrow**

For the coming week, 21 to 25 June, appointments will again be available for occupational health vaccinations at the Charité Occupational Medicine Centre. These will be bookable from tomorrow, 18 June at 9 am. As demand is very high, all interested colleagues are advised to book directly at 9 am.

**Information on how to get there, documents to be prepared and procedure**

**Book appointment**

**Supplementary information on second vaccinations**

The organisational team is currently receiving several enquiries as to why no appointments are offered for colleagues who only need the second vaccination. This is a requirement in agreement with the Occupational Health Centre and is due to the
fact that the vaccine available to the occupational health service may initially only be used for first vaccinations. With these relatively few doses of vaccine, an offer is to be made to all those who have so far not been able to receive a vaccination offer via a vaccination centre or their family doctor. If the situation changes significantly, we will inform you.

When booking the appointment for the first vaccination, the period of the potential follow-up vaccination is also displayed. Employees are asked to book the appointment only if they can attend both the first and the follow-up appointment. Unfortunately, individual appointment requests and holiday plans cannot be taken into account.

**Further questions and answers on current measures**

Questions and answers about the current measures taken by Humboldt University to contain the pandemic can be found at hu.berlin/corona.